
OUR OFFERINGS

To modernize risk assessment, NeuralMetrics products improve commercial lines underwriting outcomes and
enhance the policyholder experience with fast, accurate quotes and policy pricing. In production today with
multiple tier one property/casualty insurance organizations, NeuralMetrics delivers focused intelligence for risk
evaluation — to facilitate accurate, transparent commercial lines underwriting. 

NeuralMetrics is a strategic partner to insurance organizations seeking data-centric digital enablement to identify
and price risk effectively, in support of improved productivity and sustainable competitive differentiation. 

The core mission of NeuralMetrics is to transform the underwriter experience and accelerate digital enablement
across the underwriting value chain. We leverage intelligent technology and compliant, high-quality information
from a vast range of sources, empowering underwriters to uncover deep, actionable risk assessment insights and
bolster data-driven decisioning. Key advantages of the NeuralMetrics suite of products include:

    Compliance: Transparent on data sources, showing no personal Identifying Information (PII) use or bias.
    Speed and Accuracy: Industry classification, incisive underwriting, and pricing-ready results within seconds.
    Personalized Solutions: Tailored to carrier-specific underwriting guidelines, questions, and strategies. 
    State-of-the-Art Technology: Powered by AI, machine learning, and natural language processing.

FOCUSED INTELLIGENCE FOR RISK EVALUATION
Act ionable Data for  Insurers ,  MGAs,  Agents ,  and Brokers

ACCURATE, CONTEXTUAL, AND TRANSPARENT 
COMMERCIAL LINES UNDERWRITING DATA  

NEURALMETRICS PRODUCTS

NeuralMetrics | Classification Engine
Providing advanced technology for highly
accurate classification with just a business
name and address, email, or website.
Covers NAICS, SIC and line of business codes,
including WC, ISO GL, and more 
Complete visibility into sources of information
used for deriving the classification
Classification mapped with risk appetite to
check for products available to quote
Accessible via web application or API
integrated with quoting/policy systems

NeuralMetrics | Risk Intelligence Engine
Answering the most pressing underwriting
questions with confidence scores — in
seconds, from fresh, transparent data.
450 out-of-the-box risk insights supported by
700+ models
Tailored for carrier-specific underwriting
questions 
Insights into insured's current or past policy
information, licenses, OSHA violations, hours
of operation, revenue,   and more

Get objective data and rich insights to drive P&C insurance risk-assessment productivity, compliance, 
and cost savings.
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info@neuralmetrics.ai    |   +1 (720) 394-4287

Exposure Monitoring

Identify exposure changes in the insured's
business operations and circumstances by

closely monitoring the book of business.
 

Renewal Support

Ensure there are no significant changes in
insureds' risk profile before auto-renewing

policies, gain insight into cross-selling
opportunities, and minimize 

premium leakage. 
 

 

Premium Audit

Support premium audit and portfolio
integrity by verifying the classification of

insureds' operations quickly, accurately, and
cost-effectively with transparent 

risk insights. 
 

 

Book Roll Analytics
Identify in-appetite accounts and enable

efficient due diligence of books of business
by validating business classification with the

bulk upload feature.
 

OUR TECHNOLOGY

Generating accurate insights and risk assessment intelligence from sparse data (as
opposed to Big Data) is challenging. That requires significant technology expertise to
extrapolate relationships from limited, unstructured data.

We derive actionable intelligence from small data by leveraging artificial intelligence,
natural language processing, vectors, computational graphs, and other state-of-the-
art technology, generating the necessary data relationships. Those relationships are
further enhanced by appending industry classifications and publicly-available
structured data, ensuring the results are tailored to the needs of the insurance
industry. Significant emphasis has been placed on generating results supported by
citations to meet strict regulatory compliance requirements.

NeuralMetrics delivers a 93% hit rate for businesses listed online, including
those with less than 5 employees.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS 
 

Lessors' Risk Assessment
Validate business operations at a specific

property with just an address, verify hours of
operation at the property, and ensure risk-

appetite fit in seconds.
 

Business Acquisition
Enrich sales funnels to optimize binding and

drive profitability by generating and
prequalifying leads that convert and

identifying profitable insureds before they
become policyholders.


